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INTRODUCTION

A worker'sixth sense of'survival emerges. when dangerous-tasks are'

first undertaken. When first encountering any hazardous situation a person

tends to work cautiously. Durihg the' learning stage, a(orker will perform

Fisky task at a re;onable speed.

Once dangeroustasks become commonplace within a worker's routine, pre-..

cautions are often omitted or negjected. Safety equipment is discarded or
, .

used only occasionally. Work is executed at higher speeds. 'Tasks are',

undertaken with inadequate tools, or safeguards are removed from tools in ,

orsler to speed work. Gradually, previously sfe'conditions, deteriorate un-.

til an accident occurs.

Workers performing tasks that are not generally Considered hazardoUs

are likely to operate careless'y, too. The tendency seems to be to cut cor-

ners n familiar jobs. Unfortunately, even the most commonWork tasks have
.4P

hazards that are nothobvious to many workers.
. 4.

It is, therefore, necessary to properly prepare all workers, to cope

wih work hazards so that they can create and maintain a safe work environL

tment. This module identifies the more frequently encountered' job hazard6.

Employee and employer responsibilities in covrecting and monitoring safety'

hazards'are detailed, also.

k

Ok3J ECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, the studentshould be abTeito:. i 7.

1. State ehe employer's responsibility for control of, job safety hyar.ds

under the OSHAct. (Page 3) . -.. . .
.

.

,.

.

2. Name seven ways in which accidpits tan cause ec000mic loss.. '(Page 5)

3. Define "accident:" (Page 6) .
. ,

4. Identify two' categories,of job safety hagards and give at least.three

examples bf each. (Page 8)h''

,5. 'Cite and describe 'at least five common :firehazapds. (Page 1(1)

Sr'
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6. Name three types of machine hazards and describe two ways of control-

ling these hazards. (Page 15)

7. Describe. the relationship between good housekeeping and eliminating

hazards, in the wprkplace. (Page 20)

8. Contrast the hazards associated with lifting material by hand as op-
*.

posed to using machinery. (Page 26

9. List four types of hazardous electrical conditions and five types of

protection against such dangei's. (Pie 24)

10. Summarize the mployee's responsibility for correcting safety' hazards.

(Page 27)

16.

4

5
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I

SUBJECT MATTER

OBJECTIVE 1 State the employO's responsibility for

control of job safety- hazards under the,OSHAct.

Accidents occur in nearly every type of work, from construction and

heavy manufacturing to service and health care industries. A wide variety

of hazards contribute to worker injuries and deaths, including unguarded

machinery,
0

improperly maintairted electrical equipment, fire hazards, poor

housekeeping, and lack of personal protective equipment.

During the 1960s,the accident rate in American industry began limb

dramatically, increasing over a ten -year period to 'rates 30 percent above

those of 1958. The pressure to increase production through new manufactur-

processes and greater mechanization cod:tributed to this decline in job.

safety. In 1970,..Congress had to face anmUal figures such as these:

Job-related accidents accounted for more than 12,000worker

'deaths.

'Nearly 2 1/2 million workers were Atabled.

Ten times as many person-days were lost from job-related'dis-

abtlities ,as from strikes.

In terms af lo!t production and wages, medi?1 expenses and disability com-

pensation,,the burden, of the, nation's commehe was staggering,. Human cost

wa beyonorcalculatian.- Therefore, the Occupational Safety and Health' Act

of 1970 waspaTsed by,the United States Congress. The purpose of the Act is

"...to assure, so far as ,possible. every working man and woman in the Nation

safe and healthful workilig Conditiorts and preserve our human resources,"

The OSHAct has,increased publie awareness of occupational hazards and has

provided `a strong alotivatir for-all-companies to pursue safe work praCtices

and conditions. Lack of compliante with OSHA regulations_ can result in

fines for. industry, or in cases Of-ithmioent danger, actual sydjowns. OSHA

regulations° require employers_totry to find ways to correct hazards by
. k

changingtheir workplace conditions-or their work practices. In recent

years since the passageof the'OSHAttk technology-can be found and imple-
,

4 mented that will corttrql,h4Zards.' '

04.
.

. rz
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Me.

For purposes pf instituting safe workplace funetions, the Pole of the

employer and the l 'are considered interrelated. That Is, what ap-

plies to the employer also applies .to the supervisor because the supervisor

is the employer's direct representative who maintains 46e closest contact

with the employee.

The fundamental requirement that the OSHAct makes of the employer is to

furnish employees a workplace free from recognized hazards that could cause

death or serious physical harm. Eurther, the employer must comply with

those OSHA standards that pertain to the specificsindustry, keep records of

work-related injuries or illnesses or deaths, and maintain records of em-

ployee exposure to toxic material or harmful physical agents. The employer

must not discriminate against employees who file. complaints regarding haz-
,

ardoUs work conditions.

Employers must correct safety hazards cited by OSHA. If the hazard

cannot be eliminated, the use of personal protective equipment may be pro-
*

vided by the-employer. The employer i also responsible for training per-

sonnel in the use and maintenance of personal protective equipment and in

enforcing its use. Employees who fail to use personal protective equipment

may be subject to disciplinary,action by the employer.

The first-line supervisor of an industrial company is-the'key resource.
i

in the implementation of the management's safety programs. The superviSor

must be prepared to, correct unsafe acts by the employee. Employers.are re:

quired to maintain a clean, Uncluttered workplace. Employees mutt not be

aliowedito work using defective or unguarded machinery, operate equipment

without utilizing prescribed personal protective equipment,,or work in

.poorly illuminated or excessi'ely noisy peas. In short, the superyisdr

must work to protect his employees from hazardsiand insfithat all employ- 4

ees abide by safety rules.

ACTIVITY 1:*

1. State tt'le fundamental requirement that the OSHAct

makes of the employer.

*Answers to Activities appear on page 30.

Page 4/SH709
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2. Check each item in the list below that is a respon-..

sibility of the employer under OSHAct.

a. To keep records of work-related injuries,
llnesses, and.deaths.

b. To provide perSonal protective equipment
where hazards cannot be eliminated.

c. To correct hazards ifs, and only if; they
are identified by empeloyees or become ap-
parent as the result (Wan accident .

d. To maintain a clean, uncluttered work-
place.

e. To explain hazards and safeguards to em-
ployees' and allow workers a choice about
'whether or not to work safely. .

f. To maintain .records of emOtoyee exposure

*
to toxic materials, Or hainful physical
agents-.

OBJECTIVE 2: Name seven ways in which accidents can

cause economic loss.

Work-related injuries and'illnesses cost billions of dollarseach year,

and these costs are absorbed through higher prices and increased tax44. The

economic impact of an accideRt goes far beyond medical expenses and insur-

ance and worker's compensation. Loss of production time occurs not only for

the injured worker but also for co-workers who stop to give aid, express

sympathy, or compose themselves after the trauma of an accident in their

midst. Employee morale often drops when .a co-worker is hurt, and lowered

morale may IQ accompanied by absenteeism, tiknover, and safety-related

strikes.

When an employee is injured, his or her family loses buying power. In

cases of death or disablement, welfare payments or rehabilitation costs may

be. a part of the financial toll of acciden

.16 511-09/Page 5
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Replacement costs of damaged equipment an'd wasted material must be con-%

sidered when assessing economic joss toactidents. Liability, fire, or

property .insurance premiums aee driven up by high_ accident rates.

In addition to the costof equi.pment repair or replacement, the loss in pro-

duction time resulting from damaged' equipment rust be added to the cost of

the accident.

The'costs discussed up to this point are the measurable costs of an

' a ent - the dollars and cents costs. On the ogber hand the pain and sor-

row expeOenced by accident victims and theif families is immeasprable, but

if anything even mere far-reaching in its effect4 .

. -

List seven way

2.

4.

6.

7.

ACTIVITY 2:.

whi_c,Uoeccidents cause economic ibss,

:

OBJECTIVE 3: Define. "accident."

The word "accident" is usually used to refer to undesired events in-

volving injur fatalities, or any otherlosses. The more detailed defi-

nition given below ma e helpful in understanding the nature of accidents:

An accident is any unexpected event that interrupts nor-
mal work processes and is caused by human, situational

4 or environmental factors, or a combination of these. It

may or may not result in death, injury, or property
damage but it has the potential to do so.

Three important points in this definition (adapted from the National

Institute for Occupational' Safety and Health/OSHA Guide for Supervisors/In-
,

structors) require further explanation. The first point 'is-that an accident

Page 6 /SH-09
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does not have to result in damage, injury, or death. For instance; a wccrker

slips and falls on an oil spot while walking across the floor. Tie
.

-

does hot injure the work-er or cause any damage, but it is still clessifed as

an accident because it interrupts work processes and carries with it the
*

potential for injury and damage.

Tlie spcond point is that accidents, by their very nature, are unusual,

unexpected events. Yet the fact that accidents occur infrequently is not`as

important as the recognition that the potential for accidents iks always pre-
..

sent. An oil spot on the floor, for example, may remain there for many days

without anyone slippingon it or taking particular notice of it, but that

does not reduce the spot's potential to cause injury or datage. Unless

workers are aware of and fully alert to the ever present possibility 'of ac-

cidents, and unless they act to discover and eliminate potential causes,

sooner or later these causes probably will produce accjdents in which in-

jury, death, or damage will occur.

The third and perhaps the most important point in the definition is

that accidents do not occur without axeason; they are caused. Many people'

maintain magical beliefs concerning the occurrence of accidents, even though

accident investigations 'usually uncover log4i1 causes.

4

i
smirlis ACTIVITY 3:

'Choose the be answer.

1. Which o he following statements about accidents

is not true, according to the definition of acci-

dent in this section?

a. Accidents are unusual and unexpected. 1

b. The potential for accidents is always present.
.

c. Accidents often occur without reason.

. d. An accident is an accident even ,if no inju=
ries, deaths, or damages occur.

2. Which of the- following is not ipart of the defini-

tion of an accident .explained'in Objective 3? An

accident -

a. Interrupts work processes.

b. Is always caused by human factors.

SH-09/Page 7



c. Has the potential to cause death, injury, or

damage.

cr. May or may not, cause death, injury, or damage.

OBJECTIVE 4: Identify two categories of job safety

'hazards and give at least three examples of each.,

Frequently, a person performi3O job tasks is unaware of the associated.

haZardi.. New,empl-Oyees should be "given instruction in the methods'and pro-

cedures they are expected to follow to safely perfor0 tDeirsjobs. All en-
_

ployees should be' urged to ask questions about any part of their work th#y

do not understand. They should be asked also to report anything about their
At

workthat seems unsafe, to,repoct all injuries, and to comply with the coM-

panyl.s :established safety 'rules.

The principal categories of job hazards are'unsafe conditions and un-

safe acts or practices. Examples of unsafe'acts that contribute to acci-

dents are lilted in Table 1 an& examples, for unsafe ,conditions are given in

Table 2.

.

'ABLE 1. UNSAFE ACTS.

Operating equipment without authority.
Operating equipMent at unsafe speed.
Making safety devices inoperative.
Fatlure to use, personal protective equipment.
Distracting other workers.
Poor housekeepi6 practices.
Worker horseplay or argumuts while working.
Using an improper tool or equipment.
Knowingly using a defective tool or equipment.
Standing under suspended loads.
Mounting equipment intmotion.
Repairinslor maintaining equipment while eqyipment is

operating.
Improper-liftiu technique.
Working at height without safety devices.

Page 8 /SH -09
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40., UNSAFE CONRITIONS.-

4-

Unguarded - pinch points on machinery:
Unguarded7 catch points on shir0 edges,,

'Unguarded - shearopoinCt. .

Defective tool or equilomegt. .

Poor machinelidesign. `

'Slippery sur aces.
Improper lighting.
Improper ventilation.
Improper. dress/giothing:
Poor housekeepinT.
Congested area.
Improper protective equipment.,

Frequently, both unsafe acts° and conditipn; cohribute;tbward'an acci-

dent. A study of 80,000-wdrk injuries in Pennsylvania (as re ed in the

Accident Prevention ManU;rf revealed that aniunsafe condition s a contri-,

buting factor in -98.4. perCent of)thecases. Unsafe acts were found to be a-
e--

,

contributing factor in 98.2 percent of the.acc'idents studied.

The,)nteraction of unsafe acts. and conditiOns in lccident situations

can te seen in this example,: A, carpenter working at a construction site

cuts off a finger whileAsing an unguarded table saw. The unsafe. condition

is obviously'the unguarded Saw. The question arises why was, the saw un-

guarded? Had the 'employee reported the unsafe.con gitioh? Had the super-
.

visor failed to correct the unguarded Saw after he wal<i)fied? Did the
)

eqUipment supplier fail'to Make timely 1delivery of the guard? k host of :4

.k
,questions must bd asked to establishthe trae cause of an accident. The

important point here is that theindividutl workers must analyze their jobs

-for hazards and report to supervisors coogitiOns that may be dangerous.

Finally; it mot 'be emphasized that "Carelessness" -alone. issnat 'an
...

ceptable.reas'on for an accident. Care)essness is a result of either per-. -,

-

sonal or job factors thdt affectAthe worker. The worker may have had inade-

quate skill, experietice, Or training for a task. Persdhal factors, 'such as

family or marital, problems, job stress;` or day -to -day, familiarity with the .

job and equipment can alsb, dull a perlton's,awareness of1Pbtential hazards.

1?:
SH-09/Pa0 9
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ACTIVITY 4:

Neime tree unsafe Work Conditions And-three unsafe work

practices.,

1, -Unsafe work conditions':

2.' Unsafe work preCticgs:

a.

b.

c.

OBJECTIVE 5: Cite and describe at least five common,

fir? trezards.
0

)

The major industrial fie-hazards include electrical hazards, smoking;

fritiom overheated materials and hot surtices. Thesevfive common fire

hazards were'the cause of over 65% of 25,000 311dustrial fires that occurred
. ,

during a recent ten-year period.

- Electrical hazards are the' leading cause of industrial.firesrlpecif-
.

cally, this means improper electrical wiring or electri;a1 equipment fail-

*, es.. Most electrjcal fires could -berprevented if properly installed wiring

were fplly -grounded and electrical equipment were, checked periodically for

satisfactory performance as part ofpreventive maintenance procedures.

Workers not skilled as electricians should, not install or maintain electri -

cal wiring and should not tamper with, block,or attempt to bypass fuses or

electrical equipment, unless specifically authorized to do so.'

Smoking, the cause of 18% of all industrial fires, is aifo a serious

hazard. At most industrial job s es, smoking is limited to specifically

designated "smoking' areas." Smoki g should 'always- be prohibited in wood-
.

Working shops,'textile mills, flour mills, grain elevators'and,places where

combustible products or flammableliq ids are used. "Np smoking" signs
A.

should JA posted in such areas. These warning signi should be obeyed. In

IN

'Page 10/SH.-09
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*Or

.

caw.where ire hazards are'extreme, employees should be prohibited from.

carrying'm hes, lighters*, or smoking materp. Employees should discard

matches and smoking materials in a metal container rather than OTI-thilloor

even in unregullt'ed plants.. 11

A third fire hazard is friction. \Friction generates execessiye heat,

and this heat is,the origin of many industrial fires. Tl a causes of such

heat buildup through friction are inadequately Tubricated or misaligned

machinefy bearings, power tranvmisslon'bearings, or shafts. Thee machines

are/particularly susceptible -to fire in buildings where dust or lint accumu-
,

ldtes. .The tension,adj4stment-on belt-driven rachineryocan also contribute

to a friction-generated fire. Most fire hazards of/the friction-generated

type can be overcome by frequent preventive maintenance of machine bearings

411/

including repacking b rings when leaking oil is detected and majnnining

prbper belt adjustment Aension.i

0 Overated,materiais constitute the fourth major hazard. Materials may

t. become overheated as a resui.of processes that involve hated flammable

liquids or material placed in driers./ Even with proper preventive mainte-

nance, sucftrocesses can generate 'exc4ssive tempeatures causing ignition

of the material.- Close monitoring of operating telveratures is essential:

Prefeably such systems should include automated temperature monitoring with

set point alarms to warn operators when the temperature limits of the pro-

-cess are about to be reached. Since a fire cannot occurvii.thout adequate-

fuel, storage of flammable materials should be located well away from

sources of ignition.

14
SH-09/Page 11



PAINT OR SOLVENT DRUM

' WIRE TO

BUS BAR

PlammableliqUids are capable of building

up electrical charges when they flow-through

piping, when they are shaken in a tank or

BOND WIRE container, or when' they are subjected to

vigorous mechanical movement such as spraying,

or splashing. Proper bonding and grounding of

the transfer system tisually drains off this.

static charge to ground 0 fast as it is

Figure 1 shows two metal con-

tainers with a metal bonding wire Mtween

theM and a wire to the bus bar, which goes

to ground. The bonding wire prevents

NisCharge sparks of static electricity between

the two Nonainers.

In Figure 2, the tanks are bonded and grOunded. The bus bar is con-

Figure 1. -Bonding wire
between two metal

containers.

nected to the ground, tlius providing a safe path for static charge. Wher-

everoflammable or combus;Ale) liquids'are transferred -from one container to

another, both containers must be effectively bonded and grounded to prevent

discharge sparks of static electricity.

CAUTION
NO SMOKING

, Fi ure.2.* Drums grounded and bonded.

The fifth major fire hazard,

isthot surfaces. Fires can 1V-

tiate from trot surfaces such as

boilers, furnaces, hot ducts,

irons, electric lamps or hot-

processes. These fire hazards

can be controlleM by keeping

potential fuel sources separate

from potential ignition sources

by Isolating then, insulating

them,.erecting.barriers between

them, or providing proper air

circulation to permit cooling.

In the event that one of the previous hazards generates a fire, the

employermAt be prepared to cope with the fire. Under OSHAct, employers

2

Page 12 /SH-09
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"Aare responsible for maintgi ing a ritten emergency action '13-1,0p for fire and

other disaster, situations:. Employ ItUst ensure that all emplOyees know

f

what actions they are expected take in &I:emergency.' Depending Upon: the .

industry, the plan may call,for 'anything from immediate and total evacuatiOn

to actual firefighting by .emp16yees." Where, employeet. are expected to per-

form certain tasks during a fqe, they MuSt be trained to carry out these.

tasks. Evacuation routes must be-worke8 out ahead of time,: increxit's:
,

clearly marked. A. ,
k .

Fire protection equipment must" be a donsideratton in,the employer's

fire protection plan. Al arm`systems, exti ngu -rNiers v. dry pipe , Or wet pipe

spri5)(ler syitems, fire detectionsystefits,, may be part of .the employer's

.plan for fire, protection anp mutt,te properly installed and maintained.

Different types of fires require differeht types of extinguishers.

Figure 3 shows the 'symbols used to designate tle appropriate extinguislier
0

for ea6 type of fire. The size and pladement of fire extinguishers should

be consptpodsly marked; access` td 'hem should be unobstructed', and all4
personnel should.know where 'fhPy:-ar,e located. OSHA requires. that a.desig-

nated effployee .visual ly -inspect the extiWgu) shers, 0Onthly to ensure that

they', are at their .proper locations, that they have not been tampered With or4
actuated, and that there is no corrosion on any metal parts. An annual in-

.

di "speetion (usually carried out by the manufactdrer or installation company)

must be conducted, also. Tiis'inspection 1s more detailed that the visGal
/

- 4 .

monthly inspection; A tag should be, attdchyd to each fire extinguisher to

record the service and inspeC'tion:dates.

Al .

-yr

I

16
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.
ORDINARY . t. Extinguisher; piitable fot Clap

fires stiouittise identified by a triangle
containing the letter "A." tf °Aired, the
triangle should be colored green.

COMBUSTIBLES .,

FLAMMABLE 2. 'Extinguishen suttable fortlass B
fires should be Identified by a squares
containing the letter tfB: If colored,
the square could be colored red.B

LIQUIDS

4
N

1

.ELECTRICAL

COMBUSTIBLE

METALS

3. Extinguishers suitable for Class C
fires should be identified by a circle
containing the letter "C." If colored.
the circle should be colored blue.

4. Extinguisriers suitable for fires
involving metals should be identified
by a foe -poirrted star containing the
letter "JD." tf colored, the star should
be colored yellow.

Figue 3. Types of extinguishers.

ACTIVITY 5:
/
Match the type of'hazard.on the left with the sources

given on the right./Some hazards 11 have more thrah

on source given. .

'C 1. Electrical hazards. a. Misaligned machin--7
ery bearings.'

b. Flammable liquid

containers n &t

grounded arld bond-

ed.

c. 'Employee's failure

to follow'smoki9i.,

reguldtions.

\

Smokin.g.

-X. Friction.

. ./

4. Overheated

54. Stag:sparks.

materiels. d. Industrial driers.

e. Blocking of fuses.,

Amer
4f. Failure to discard

matches in metal'

4 containers.

Inadequately lubri-

cited bearings

or shafts.

Page 14/SH-09
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OBJECTIVE 6! Name three types- of machine hazards and

describe two Ways of controlling these hazards.

le

An employee who ()prates machinery or industrial equipment 'must be

aware of the potential hazard of accidentally contacting moving parts of1the,

machine. The resul itpof such contact isusually severe injury and Ootential

permanent disability to the employee.' Under the 1970 Occupational Safety

and.Health Act24Tegulations require every machine to be guarded at the point

of operation-' or of power. transmission to prevent worker contact. Typical

points'of machinery that are to be .guarded are rotating mechanisms (Figure

4), in- running nip points (Figure 5), and common cutting/shearing mechanisms

(FiOee 6).

- Dangerous moving mechanisms create a hazard that is compounded if the

operator wears jewelry, 'long or loose hair, fashion, or inappropriate

clothing. Hair 9s able.to penetrate almost any guard, and once caught in

machine parts, can draw the worker into dangerous contact. Loose-fitting
40-

clothing can be_ caught up under a guarded machine point aPso._ Finally,

jewelry can easily be caught in machnery and cause the person's hand or body

to be pulled toward or trapped In a dangerous position. Therefore, workers,

should not be lulled into a false sense of security, believing that machine

guard's will protelethem regardleA of their own carelessness.

Figure 4. Rotating meaanisms can seize and wind up loose clothing or hair.

-
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Figure 5. Typical in-running nip points can catch hair or clothing
and draw the worker into moving machinery.

Figure 6. Cutting and shearing machines must be guarded,

Machinei are best guarded by building the guard as a component of the
A a

machine,'and most neweguipment is so designed. .linfoitunately, a signifi-

cant amount of equipment that was originally built\ungUarded is Still in

) existeAte today. Therefore, it is sometimes necessary to fit guards to

existing equipment. The primary method of doing Ihi's is to place a barrier

,between the hazard and the operatorgnd this is achieved by utilizing fixed
4,

enclosures; adjustable enclosures, interlocking, guards (an elictrical switch

that shuts, down the machine until guard is in place), autbmatic gual0

Page 16 /SH-09
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(trOO- of machine parts' is limited), and remote control.`' Table 3 lists the

-methods of guarding, and the actions and limitations of, these methods.
. b

Representatve examples,Of gUards in-place on equipment, 'are shown in

Figures] th rOu5410. . _1.5

:.TAB4E 3: METHODS OF GUARDING ACTIONS AND MOTIONS..

Guarding Methods

Fixed enclosure

Adjustable barrier
or enclosure

S

Interlock with elec
trical or-mechanical
interlock I

I

Guard 4tion )

Barrier or en' lose. which
admits the stock but which
gill not admit hands into
danger zones because of
feed opening size, remote
location, or unusual shape.
_Barrier also used to com-
pletely enclose power tran-
Mission applratus or to con-
tain bursting machine parts.

r
Barrier orenclosure which
is adjusted to fitk"around,
different sizes or shapes of
the die. When adjusted;
provides sarhe protection as
fixed enclosures/

Enclosure or barrier shu s
off or disengages power aid
prevents starting of machine .

when guard is open; prevents.

opening of the guard while
machine is under power or
coasting. (Interlocks Should
not prevent manual operation
of "inching" by remote con-
trol.)

LiVtations

Limite to specific
operations. May re-
quire, special, tools, to

remove jammed 'stock.
May interfere with
visibility. Require
interlocks for repair
or maltenance work.

Often requires fre-
qqent'adjustmbnt and
careful maintenance. .

Requires careful ad-
justment and mainte-
nance. Operat9r may
be. able to pak' guard

inoperative. Does
not protect in event
of mechanical repeat..

20 H -09/Page 17
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Figure 7. Enclosure guards cutting
action of alligator shears.

Great care must be taken in adding guards to existing equipment sothat

the guard does not become a greater hazard than the originc,circumstince.
,

1 J.
This is why' guards must not be improvised. Rather, a trained engineer or

representative from the original manufacturer of the equipment should design

the machine guard. Once,ithe guard is in place; it should remain securely

Figure 8. Enclosure
covers spindle and drill.

attached to the equipment. When it is necessary to remove the guard in

order to service equipment, it should be rep' ated before the machine goes

back into operation. Many accidents are caused by failure of workers to

replace guIrds on the equipment after it,hat been serviced.

Although machine guards can be used to protect workers against direct

contacthazards, indirect hazards may rtoUire-other kinds of protection.

For example, the guard maynot prevent ?lying chips from 1eaching the

op9rator. Nor will a guard prevent cchitact with cutting oils, fumes or,

noise that may be associated wjth operating the equipment.

Page 18/SH-09 21,
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Figure 9. Lathe guard protects worker from flying chips.

Personal protect1ve devices are often used to control hazards when

machine guards-cannot offer adequate protection. arotective clothing is

used to prevent skin contact with solvents and oils. Ear muffs or ear plugs

are used to attenuate the noise from equipMent operation where engineering

controls have been insufficient to lower the noise lkvels. Protecting the

eyes against flying chips or solvent splashis accomplished by wearing

'safety glasses, goggles, or fate shields. If `vapors or gases are emitted

from the equipment, it may be necessary to wear a respirator to protect

against a specific contaminant.

It.

1CTIVITf

.1. Name three types of machine hazards-and describe

how employee, apparel can in eract With each hazard.

f.

a.

b.

c.

22
5
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2., Name' two different ways in which machine hazards

can be controlled.

a.

b.

NuECTiv, 7: Describe the relationship between good

housekeeping and eliminating safety hazards in the work-

place.

National Safety Council data indicates that falls were the-major cause

offdisabilit/ei and fatalities from industrial 'accidents in 1972. Undoubt-

edly
4 .,

most of'the fatalities associated with,falls are those that occur where

employees are working at heights. However,' a large number of disabling ac-

cidents are the result of tripping or sliding on the same level, and fre-

quently these occur in offices or other seemingly low-risk work environ-

ments. Often these accidents can be traced to poor housekeeping.

Good housekeeping is an essential part of safety in the workplace.

Equipment or materials need to be stored or placed out of the way of normal

access. Debris or clutter should never be allowed to accumulate in hall-

ways,'stairways, or other, passageways where it might create a danger of

tripping or constitute I fire haz rd. Electrical wiring and extension cords

are a frequent cause of tripping in- fice areas; therefore, they should be

used sparinglya_ad....kept out of access areas.

Containers for storing trash or liquid wastes should have, covers unless

sanitary conditions can be maintained without lids (as with office trash).

Spectal care should be taken to avoid the build-up of flammable materials

such as oily rags, paints, and solvents. All solid and liquid wastes should

be removed on irregular and timely basis in order to maintain sanitary con-

ditions. Trash c9ntainers should be conveniently located throughout the

work area.

tto'rage rooms or warehousing should be logically organized to permit

sim0ehand'Ingftnd dispatch of material If matertal handling equipment is

/
needed, space must be allocated for its storage and movement through

aisles. Flammables must not be stored with other materials,_but should have

Page 20/SH-09 23
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employee may be given. the responsfbility for keeping a designated.area

free from debris and clutter. 'Joint use areas (aisles,(stairs, and storage

areas) may be assigned to imployees also.

lig

I
a segregated storage area and distribution point. 'Storage facilities should do

be provided for tools, extension cords hoses or other equipment when

they are not needed'for'the job at hand.

Work areas oipeork benches should not be used as places to leave pe'r-

sonal belongings or odds andsetids of materials. Provision should be made

for places outside the work area iir employees to leave and seigre their

personal belongings. (See Figure 10.)

Other hbusekeeping faces

tors that can contribute to

Figure 14. Work areas should not .

be used as.places-to leave personal
belongings or odd and ends.

accidents are poor illumina-

tion and pod,' floor mainte-

nance. In maintaining floors,

care must be taken to clean up

spills immediately and ensure

that floor cleaners do not

leave a slippery surface.`

Some actions by employees .

may'cause'accidents when com-

bined with hoUTekeeping prob-

lems. Employees running or

working at undue haste consti-

tutes a hazard. High heeled

or platfdrm shoes worn by some

workers may be a contributing %-

factor in falling accidents.

.Housekeeping can be car-

ried out in such a way as

to minimize hazards.

44*
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ACTIVITY 7:

The main type of accident` associated, with poor house-

keeping is

011fteTIVE 8: Compare hazards associated with lifting

material by hand as opposed to using machinery.

.10

There are two alternatives for handling material: manual and mechan-

ical. Each method thvolves some hazards. The hazards related to manual

handling include physiCal strain and stress and potential, contact with chem-

icals, dusts, or sharp objects. Mechanical material handling hazards in-

clude overhead loads, sh,iftingloads, unsafe surfaces (for example, un

guarded dropoffs on ramps and aisles), and fumes from'gasoline-powered Sys-

tems In addition, human error in drivirg isa major potential hazard.

Since manual handling :of material will be part of industry far into the-
,

future, employees.involved in material handling jobsmust be prepared to

,work safely. The following are basic rules to follow:

0 Check area around object to be moved and route to be covered.
Eliminate obstructions along route.

Inspett object for slivers, burrs, sharp or jagged edges, and
slippery surfaces.:- Remove these hazards if possible, or overpack
object to eliminate contact with such hazards.

Know contents'or Material to be lifted. Read label for possible
hazardous substalces (for example, bags of caustic powders) and
,comply,with' -lab. instructions for wearing, personal protective
equipment .(rubber gloves, apron, long-sleet e,shirt or protective
eye goggles). *.

Consider sire and weight of object to be liftee(Figure 11). _Do
not lift more than can be handled; make sure view over and around
object is'not obscured.

Wipe off greasy, wet, or slippery objects and keep hands free of

oil and grease:

Keep fingers away from pinch points (ends of pipq or lumber)
when'setting object down.

ge 22 ISM-09
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Follow proper lifting principles (feet apart, back straight,
chin in, whole hand on grip, elbow.and arms in, body weig04
directly over feet). x

4
'

Material handling with mechanical systems (forklifts, conveyor's,

cranes) presents a different set of problems in terms of safety. However,.

if potentially hazardous liquids or powders are handled, the operator of t14 .

mechanically powered system should wear the same personal protettive equip-

Ment as the operator who manually handles the m,i4erial. Such precautions :s°

are' necessary because ,small spills or exqess material on the outside o*a

bag as well as ruptures of containers can create significant hazards. Oper-

atori for mechanical systems should 6ethoroughlytrained, havk cqntrolled

speeds for operating the system, allow noiciders, and be protected with

oveleid guards.

Figure 11. "Showing off" may be sacrificing safety. ,

People are not usually impressed.

INleillmImi ACTIVITY 8:

Name two hazardi associated with mechanically handling

materials and two hazards associated with manually han-

dling Materials.

26
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1. Mechanical

a..

b.

, 2. fAanual

a.

b.

I'

OBJECTIVE 9: List four types of hazardous electrical

conditions and five types of protection against such

,dangers.

Orlectricity is so common in Americen4life today that matt people are

som ewhat heedless of its potential lward. Ordinary electrical-power from'a

110-120 volt outlet can cause muscle contraction, shock, burns, and death.

The human body is a very good conductor of glectricity, and unfortunately

people are unable to detect electrical signals through their senses until it

is toolate.

Besiges the hazards oflhock, electrocution, and the falls that. some-
.

thieiPesul4t. fTem shock, electricity can affett workplace safet! by causing

'igrittion of combustible material,, overheating and Amage to equipment, and

inadvertent starting 0 pment.

Potential electrical h ards re4Oire 'several types of protection: To

protect workers from contact with.electricity, insulation such as.glass,-

mica, and plastic is used to separate electrically charged wires and parts

from contact with pedple who use them. In a tion, many machines and tools

are also grounded(byconnecting the metal fram of a true ground that is in

d t contact with the earth. This prevents a electrical charge from

bu g up between the-tool and other grounde' equipment or 'grounded parts
,

of th building. Some tools may be dolible suMited and, require no ground:

These tools will be clearly labeled. Insulation and grounding are the first

line Of defense against electrical shock.

Electrical tools.and cords should be kept away from heat, chemils, or

.sharp edges that can damage eledtrical insulation. Electrical equi nt

gihotia not be used in damp or wet areas. Workers have been known to receive

27
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shocks.using power equipment after walking through the rain to work. Wet

skin iv an excellent conductor of electricity, so w ater and'work with power

tools do,not mix!
. 4

Tool's and extension cords should,be disconnected by holding the plug,

not by Bulling on the cord. The control switch on electrical equipment

should be on the "off" positionYbefore8the'plbg is inserted into or removed

from the outlet. Three -prong plugs should always be put into properly in-,

stalledithreeprong sockets. The third prong should nevebe broken off.

- In general, the use of extension. cords should be kept to a minimum.

The insulationon flexible cords is usually thin'and easy to damage by nail-

ing or stapling it into positibn. Tape is a better material for fixing

flexible cord. into position.

If toe4s or cords become iarmer,than normal SiFfrg use, the condition

should be reported. The insulation could be deteriorating. Cloth should

neverte wrapped arouhd tool? that are too hot to holebecause sparks could

"lignite, the cloth. Tools.that are obviously damaged - that give off minor

shoqs.or that tave'exposed live parts - should be reported and taken out'of

use. Makeshift repairs by persons who are not qualified to repalir electri-

cal equipment -are an invitation to accide nts.

cSomeOlies a ground connecti ,comes looie without being dlected: This

is called a grdund fault. If a groun, ult occurs along with ltective in-

sulUionAllsn innocent looking tdol,can become a deadly shock-hazard.

.0vereurrent devices - such as fuses and circuit breakers - ope4 the

circuit automatically in case of excessive current flow from ground, short

Oprcuit, or overtoad.' Hbwever, a fuse or circuit breaker will not provide
4

prat iowgainst faulty equipment suceis the type mentioned' above.

ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) is a fast-acting circuit

breaker that senors small imbalances in the circuit caused 6y current leak-

. age .to ground. In a fraction ,Of a second a.GFCI can shut off the electric-

ity. For maximum,protection, a ground. fault circuit interrupter (GFCI)

'should be installed on each electrical circuit.

Combustibles can be ignited by a "tpark or arc from electrical equjp-

ment. In general, it is beit to eliminate all electrical. circuits and lb

equipment where flammable vapors may exist in a closed room. Equipment can

28
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usually be located outside such areas and electrical wiring and switches

routed around it. Another appro4cK is to seal'such switches or enclose

equipment to such an extent that they are "vapor proof."

Electrically powered equipment generates heat that may cause firei in

adjacent material. Rapid.overheating may cause explolions of switches,

fuses, or circuit breakers. Circuit breakers are designed spec4fic'ally to

prevent such overloading. No one should attempt either to use a different

size fuse (usually a larger capacity than the original) or attempt to wire

around circuit beFikers or block fuses.

Inadvertent activation of an electrical circuit can cause-significant

injury. Personnel working on,electrically operated equipment have been,

killed,when,co-workers who were unaware of the repairs in progress sent cur-

rent'to the equipment. Such occurrences are prevented by opening the cir-

cuit for the equipment and placing a lock on the switc11(a. lockout) so it

cannot be accidentally closild. In such a case.only one person should hay a
mm ,

A
key to the lock, preferably the person performing the electrical work.

--------tockouts also prevent accidental activation ofequipment (by the reaprir-
...

person) while it is being repaired.

ACTIVITY 9:

1.' Circle TRUE or FALSE:

40r
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TRUE FALSE a. The third-prong of, an electrical
plag should never be broken off.

TRUE FALSE b. Several people should be given
the key to locksuis in case one

tof them cannot found to turn
power back on.,

TRUE FALSE c. Ordinary electrical power from a
110-120 volt outlet will not kill
a person.

TRUE FALSE d. Wet skin is a poor conductor of
electricity.

'TRUE FALSE e. Faulty equipment can cause
shocks, fires, and damage to the
equipment itself.

TRUE FAI.SE f. Falls sometimes result from elec-
trical shock.

29



2. . Name five types of- protection against electrical

. . hazards.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

CHWEVWEi0: ,Summarfze the employee's responsibility

for correcting safety hazards.

An effective safety program in the industrial workplace requires coop-
.

eration between the employee and the employer: The employee is.obligated to

Comply with all safety and health standards; rules, regulations, or orders

issued in accordance with the Occupational Safety and Health Act that are

applicable to thedemployee's'ekn'actions

Beside the legal res0Onsibility to obey OSHA regulations, the employee .

hey another essential rolein identifying and reporting hazards to the

employer. Employees are often,in a position to notice hazards before a

.
''supervtlor,observet them. 4'Conditions such as defective tools or machinery,

unguarded pinch points or shear points on machinery, improper lighting and

ventilation,,electrical problems, and fire hazards should be reported to

supervisors as soon as they'are discovered:
. A

Workers can exerciseia significant degree of control over their own

Safety through developing and practicing safe work habits. Workers should

know an follow correct,ptocedures for their.jobs. Maintenance instructions

Mjfor pinery should be adhered to, and shields and guards Should be in
. .

place,while the machinery is running. Machinery should always be operated

within its given capacity, within recommended speeds, and under designated

limits. Employees should never operate machinery without being authorized

to dq so, and they should-not remove other workers'- lockout devices from

switches and switch boxes.

Several aspects of,employee safety depend especially upon individual

actions by employees. 'Using proper lifting techniques, cholosing the 'appro-
.

30
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priate tool and using its correctly, and maintaining a clean work space often

f 11 within the worker'sArea,of responsibility. The wearing of personal

pr tectiVe equipment isianother responsibility of the individual' worker.

Employers may provide hard hats, safety Pelts, goggles, and other types of

personal protective equipment; but only the employee can ensure that this

equipment is in the right,place 'to do its job -'that is, on the worker's own

body.

While unsafe job conditions set the stage for accidents, attitb

often generate the unsafe actions-that finally result in injury. T
c

again of the example given earlier of the worker who cut off a finger while

using an unguarded' table saw. In this case, the worker'S attitude allowed

k. for the breaking of a basic safety principle: be sure that machine cutting

points are guarded.. Attitude or state of miry is under the individukt

worker's control. These aresome of the states of mind that can contribute

to accidents:

A need to show off or in some cases, to display "manhood" can
prompt unsafe acts such as lifting loads that are too heavy, work-
ing too quickly, workiqg at heights with.6ut proper precautions.
Sometimes employees, quite understandably, wish to be seen as
especially competent and believe that doing the job without regard
for 'safety is a sign of competence. In reality, employees can
learn to build safety into %heir acts of skill. \

A striving fgr higher earnings through increased production
prompts some employees to bypass safety in favor of speed. If a

job is properly eriginegred, good earnings should be attainable
with safe job methods.

410

Feelings-of insecurity about the job can cause workers to neg-
lect orderly, logical steps ,in performing tasks because they are
trying so hard to prove themselves on the job. Workers need to

realize that physical danger in the form of,accidents can bring an .

end to, all kinds of security.

Employees who badly need the approval of their co-workers may

give in to 0oup pressure and forego safety. Sometimes experi-
enced employees set a poor example where safety is concerned and
pressure new employees to follow their example.

Problems of inattention frequently cause accidents. 'Inattention ,

can result from lack of sleep, problems at home, anger about some

aspect,of the job, and,many'other stressful life situations.
. Workers need,to try to "leave problems at the door" or where the

job is flexible, tackle the least hazardous tasks when they find
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themselves preoccupied With other problems." Sometimes the wise

course may be to take time off rather than risk an accident.

-4.

ACTIVITY 10:

1. State two of the employee's essential responsi-

bilities in maintaining a safe workplace.

a.

b.

2. Name three states of mind that can contribute to

.-accidents..

a.

b.

c.
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVME6°

°

t

ACTIVITY a

1. ...to furnish employees a workplace f'ree frow'recogaized hazards that
could cause death'or serious physical hart. 2

2. a; b; d; f.

ACTIVITY 2

(Any seven.)
04.

1. Loss of production from the injured 4orker.

2. Loss of production e to co-workers
i

giving 'aid and so on.

3. Lowering of morale d e to the accident results in decrease0 product*.

'4. Time spent Py co-workers/recovering from the. trauma of the accident.

5. toss of buying power for the victim's family.

6. Welfare payments or rehabilitation costs.,

7. Replacement costs of\damaged equipment and wasted material",

.8. Increased insurance premiums. .4. \--

9. Loss of production dug to damaged equipment. qr

,ACTIVITY..3

1. c.
.

2." b.

ACTIVITY 4

1. (Any three.)

a. Unguarded - pinch points on machinery.

- catch points on sharp edges.

- shear points,. '

tr. Defective tools or equipment.

c. Poor machine design.

d. Slippery surfaces.

e. Improper lighting.

fl Improper ventilation.

g. Improper dress/clothing.

h. Poor housekeeping.

i. Congested aea.)

j. Improper protective equipment.
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2. (Any three.)

a. Operating equipment without author'ity.

b. Operating equipment at an unsafe speed.

c. Making safety devices inoperative.

d. Failing to use personal protective equipment.

e. Distracting other workers.

f. ,Poor housekeeping practices.

g. Worker horseplay or arguments whilt working.

h. ,Using an improper tool or equipment.

i. Using a defective tool or equipment.

j. Standing wider suspended loads.

k. Mounting equipment in motion. .

I

1... Repairing or maintaining equipment while equipment is operating.

m. Impi.oper liftialtechnique.

n. Working at height without safety devices.

ACTIVITY 5

1. e.

2. c, f.

3. ,g, a.

4. d.

5. b.

ACTIVITY 6/

I. a., Rotating mechanisms - can seize and wind up -clothing Or heir.

b In-running nip points - can catch'hair, clothes, or jewelry and
draw worker toward machine.

c. Cutting and shearing - loose clothing or hair can obscure view of

cutting hazard.

'. a. Machine guarding.

b. Personal protective equipment.

34
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ACTIVITY 7

...falling.

ACTIVITY 8 '

1:' Mechanical - (any t o of the following): operating fir driving hazards,
hazardous materials overhead loads., shifting loads, unsafe surfaces,
fumes.

2. Manual - (any two of the following): physical strain,,contact with
hazardous materials, contact -with sharp objects.

ACTIVITY 9.

1. a. TRUE.

b. ALSE.

c. FALS .

d. FAL

e. TR .

f. TRUE.

2. (Any five).

a. Insulation.

b. Correct groUnding.

c. Overcurrent devices.

d. A ground fault circuit interrupter.

e.. Enclosing equipment or sealing switches, located near flammable

vapors, to make them "vapor proof."

f. "Locking-out" circuits that are being worked on.

ACTIVITY 10

1. (Any two.)

4. To comply with all safety and health regulations, standards,
rules, or orders.

b. To identify and report hazards.

. To develop and to practice safe work habits.

2. Any three.) -

a. A need to show off. .

tb. A striving.for higher earnings.

c. Feelings of insecurity.

d. Co-worker approval.

e. Inattention.
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